《The Mysterious CEO》
175 'sHmph...under Bo Xiao's care. What a joke!'s
Liu Ruolan's blood was boiling as if she wanted to rip off Liu Juan. In fact, she stood
up absurdly with the intention to attack her. At that instant, their boss and Bo Xiao
came down and a stern voice stopped Liu Ruolan "LIU RUOLAN!, What are you
doing?"
Liu Ruolan's face had turned red and tears flowed down her cheeks because of anger.
When she heard their boss's voice, she immediately halted and closed her eyes to
control her resentment. She understood very well that Liu Juan had their boss's support
and currently, she and Bo Xiao were already standing at the deathbed[1]. So, she better
not provoke Liu Juan. However, Liu Juan noticed the changes in Liu Ruolan's
expression.
"Big sis, are you alright? Why are looking so pale?" Liu Juan swiftly went towards Liu
Ruolan asking worriedly while wiping her tears.
"I...I am just happy that you are back. So, I can't control my tears." Liu Ruolan shook
her head and said in a hoarse voice.
"Sis…."
Liu Juan's heart melted to see that her big sister still cared for her. Liu Juan
immediately hugged her.
While their boss smiled wryly, he wanted to puke blood on seeing Liu Ruolan's act.
What an acting!!!

Bo Xiao stood there emotionlessly. He was just staring at Liu Juan. His eyes showed
mixed emotions which he couldn't describe to anyone.
The boss ignored sisterly love and went towards Liu Juan "Liu Juan from now
onwards, you will live here under Bo Xiao's care." As soon as he said that, he looked
towards Bo Xiao on the side. A light flashed in his eyes with a hint of sarcasm, as if it
was saying 'Hmph...under Bo Xiao's care. What a joke!'
Again he turned and looked towards Liu Juan and continued "You made this choice,
don't regret."

"I will never." Liu Juan replied with a determination.
When Liu Ruolan heard that Liu Juan would be going to live here, she immediately
looked towards Bo Xiao. She was expecting that Bo Xiao would say something against
their boss's decision, but he didn't utter a single word.
In fact, he didn't even glance at Liu Ruolan. His eyes were still looking towards Liu
Juan and when Liu Juan said 'I will never.', he felt a sharp pain in his heart.
Why was she caring about them despite knowing what they have done to her?
Why did she really care about them?
*****
'Bang!'
Bo Xiao turned around and looked towards the source of the sound. Liu Ruolan was
standing near the door, she clearly seemed to be furious.
However, Bo Xiao seemed to be unconcerned about her, so he quietly turned around
and again looked towards the dark sky.
"Why did you allow her to live here?" Liu Ruolan couldn't control herself anymore, so
she immediately asked.
It was very clear between them that Liu Juan would be eliminated from their life, so
why did he allow Liu Juan to live here?
He was the young master of this villa, so everything here goes according to his order.
All these years, they were living such a good. Such a peaceful life without any worry
and now that Liu Juan was back, who knew what would happen?
However, Liu Ruolan's main concern was Bo Xiao's changed attitude towards Liu Juan.
She knew that Bo Xiao didn't like Liu Juan, but since he came out from the study room,
he seemed to be changed.
His sight never took off from Liu Juan.
Even during the dinner, he seemed to be gentle towards Liu Juan.
He was giving all the attention towards Liu Juan, which attention, Liu Ruolan was

always seeking for.
What exactly Liu Juan had done to make such a drastic change in Bo Xiao?
****************************
[1]standing at the deathbed(耀䁠쳌香䁢耀) means they would definitely die unless some miracle
saves them.
----

